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SUMMARY
Environmental pollution from solid waste landfilling is a serious risk for groundwater and downstream
surface water, especially when landfilling is carried out unengineered, with no protective layer underneath
the waste deposits. Most research in Ghana and in other developing countries on unengineered landfills
depend almost exclusively on hydrochemical and geochemical analysis, which is not necessarily
representative of the entire dumpsite catchment area. For this reason, integrated and cost effective
geophysical methods, namely DC electrical resistivity, full waveform time-domain induced polarization
and ground based magnetic measurements were employed to map and characterize four dumpsites in the
Kumasi Metropolis, the seconds most populated city in Ghana. The results of one site, namely the
decommissioned Ohwim waste dumpsite, are presented. The magnetic surveys helped in the mapping of
the lateral extent of the waste deposit. The DC /full wave induced polarization tomography on the other
hand mapped the vertical extent of the dumpsite and characterized the hosting geology. Furthermore, some
regions were identified, where a pollution plume is likely to be present.
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Introdu
uction
Environmental polllution from solid wasste landfillin
ng (SWL) is of majoor concern to both
mental scienntists and ind
dividual citizzens. SWL inevitably generates
g
cheemicals or pollutants
p
environm
that reacch their surrooundings, su
uch as soil, ggroundwater resources, and even the ambient air,, because
of enviroonmentally unacceptable
u
e disposal off solid waste, or failure of
o lining systtem in the du
umpsites.
This posses a serious pollution th
hreat to both groundwaterr and downsttream surfacce water lead
ding to an
adverse impact on thhe environmeent, public heealth and pro
operty.
The heaalth risk annd the effecct on the quuality of liv
velihood caused by thiis practice calls for
comprehhensive apprroach to the assessment of the impaact of wastee dumpsites on the environment.
Most reesearches in Ghana are based mainlly on hydrochemical an
nd geochemiccal analysis (Khanal
2007; D
Denutsui et all. 2012) in determining th
the level of environmenta
e
al impact cauused by this practice.
These annalyses depeend on samp
ples which arre picked fro
om selected location from
m the sites, and they
may nott give a true picture
p
of thee overall leveel of pollutio
on in the areaas.
This study therefore seeks to dettermine the eenvironmentaal threat of dumped
d
solidd waste by in
ntegrating
differentt geophysicaal methods, namely
n
direcct current (D
DC) resistivitty, time-dom
main spectrall induced
polarizattion (IP) andd magnetics. In particullar, time-dom
main spectraal IP has prooven its capaability in
mappingg landfills (G
Gazoty et all. 2012a) andd in discrim
minating theirr hosting geeology (Gazo
oty et al.
2012b), and may inn many casees also give insight on the
t pollution
n extension. The magn
netic data
contribuute in the lanndfill delineaation, when there is no pre-to-dispos
p
sal waste sepparation, and
d ferrous
materialls form a signnificant part of the wastee.
The inteegrated geopphysical metthods have bbeen applied
d at four diffferent dumppsites situateed in the
Kumasi Metropolis, the second most
m populatted city in Ghana.
G
Results from the O
Ohwim Dum
mpsite are
shown inn this study.
The Surrvey
The Ohw
wim Dumpssite is situateed in the Kuumasi Metrop
polis of the Ashanti Reggion in southwestern
Ghana aand is locatedd around lon
ngitude -1°400´6’’ and lattitude 6°45’4
46’’. The sitte is an unen
ngineered
waste duumpsite withh no protectiive layer, useed from 200
06 to 2012. The
T outline oof the dumpssite (blue
dot) is shhown on the satellite imaage in Figuree1A.
11 DC/IIP profiles were
w
acquired
d with the Irris SYSCAL
L-PRO instru
ument usingg 4 s current turn onand-off with 20 timee windows, as
a reported iin Gazoty et al. (2013). The
T electrodee spacing ussed in the
survey w
was 5 m, withh profile leng
gths rangingg from 300 m to 600 m
Magnetiic data werre acquired on the sitte in Januarry, 2014 ussing Geomeetics G856 memory
magnetoometers, ownned by Newm
mont Ghana Gold Limiteed. The data were acquirred on appro
oximately
5x15 m grids. The base
b
station for
f diurnal coorrection wass set at a point devoid off inference 5 km from
the survey site. The data were prrocessed usinng the Oasiss Montaj Sofftware packaage. In order to locate
m
the obseerved magneetic anomaliies directly over the maagnetic causative bodiess, the total magnetic
intensityy data (TMI) have been reduced-to-poole (e.g. Li 2008).
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Figure 11(A)Map off study area showing
s
the outline of the
t Ohwim Dumpsite
D
in blue, profilee lines in
black annd red (proceessed ERT prrofiles) (B)Th
The magnetic data of the site
s reduced to the pole
Results
Figure 11A shows thhe satellite im
mage of the study site su
uperimposed
d by the ERT
T profiles (b
black and
red). Thhe blue dottedd points show
w the outlinee of the wastte deposit. Also
A noted inn this image is a river
course trending in the north--western dirrection on the image covered wiith vegetatio
on. Also
developm
ment of builldings on and around thee waste site takes place. Figure 1B sshows the reeduced to
the polee map of thee total magn
netic intensity
ty. Three maain distinct zones
z
are obbserved on this
t
map.
These arre the high magnetic
m
sign
nature in the eastern corn
ner of the map
p, low halo oof magnetic signature
s
separateed by a mediium magnetiic signature. Comparin
ng Figure 1A
A and 1B, itt is observed
d that the
main duump site is delineated
d
with high maggnetic signatu
ure (SW). Th
his high signnature is attrributed to
the preseence of ferroous metal in the waste. T
The erratic distribution
d
of
o the signatuure may be attributed
a
to the innhomogeneityy in the distrribution of thhe ferrous meetal in the waste and distturb nature of
o the soil
in the sitte. The uncontrolled natu
ure of the waaste depositio
on at the site is also evideent.
The DCIP data weree processed using
u
Aarhuss Workbench
h (Auken et al. 2009) forr outlier rem
moval and
d
data were
w
invertedd using the 2-D
2 DC/IP in
nversion alggorithm deveeloped by
the DC and full IP decay
Fiandacaa et al. (20013). The in
nversion codde takes into account the current w
waveform and
a
filter
characteeristic of the instrument in
i the forwarrd computations, allowing for a quanntitative interrpretation
of the IP
P parameterss (Fiandaca et
e al. 2012). T
This gives acccess to the spectral infoormation con
ntained in
the IP decays, retrrieved in terrms of the Cole-Cole model (Peltton et al. 1 978). The inversion
i
parameters include DC resistiviity (ȡ), charggeability (m0), the relaxaation time (ĲĲ) and the frequency
fr
factor (C
C).
Figure 2 presents thhe inversion
n results of a representaative profilee (i.e. profilee7), in term
ms of the
invertedd parameters (ȡ, m0, Ĳ and
d C) and norrmalized inteegral chargeaability. Profiile 7 crosses the river
at arounnd 70 m alonng the profilee, and the duumpsite betw
ween 85 m an
nd 200 m. T
The resistivity
y section
shows a low-resisttivity anomaaly (below 20 Ohm-m
m) that coin
ncides with the waste deposit.
Furtherm
more, a modderate decreaase in resistiivity is obserrved also in the northernn part of thee profile,
below 10 m in depthh. The IP parameters pressent anomalies both in co
orrespondencce of the wasste and in
the surroounding areaas. In particu
ular, the m0 section show
ws the higheer values in the north paart of the
profile, below 10 m in depth (in corresponndence to th
he moderate decrease inn resistivity).. The m0
he profile an
nd in correspoondence to the
t waste
section sshow moderate values allso in the souuth part of th
deposit, where the high
h
conductiivity of the w
waste may daamp the IP effect.
e
In ordder to decoup
ple the IP
phenomenon from thhe conductiv
vity of the poore fluid, thee normalized
d integral chhargeability section
s
is
presenteed (Figure B, sub-section
n e). The norrmalized chaargeability seection showss the higher values at
the dum
mpsite, with a moderate--valued anom
maly extending from thee waste to tthe north paart of the
profile ((a small shalllow anomaly
y is also pressent in the so
outh part of the
t profile). T
The moderatte-valued
anomalyy may be connnected with
h a pollution plume, mov
ving in the North-West
N
ddirection as the
t water
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flow, buut a lithologiical explanattion, linked to the river aquitard, cannot be exclluded. Drilliings with
soil/wateer analysis are planned in
n order to ressolve this am
mbiguity.

ability (c) Decay time (d) Frequency factor
f
(e)
Figure 2 2-D Inverteed profile (a)) Resistivity (b) Chargea
ratio of integral charrgeability an
nd resistivity
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Conclussion and Ou
utlook
Combined time-dom
main DC/IP 2-D tomoggraphy and magnetic su
urveying weere used in mapping
i the Kumasi Metropoliis of Ghana, and results from the Ow
whim waste dumpsite
d
municippal landfills in
were shoown. The maagnetic data was
w used to m
map the lateral extent off the waste deeposit. Also observed
from thiis data is thee erratic distrribution of thhe high magn
netic signatu
ure which maapped the waaste. The
DC/IPinnvestigations and the chaargeability-too-resistivity ratio mapped the waste deposit in itts whole,
and idenntified an areea where a po
ollution plum
me most likelly is present.
These reesults providde insight in
nto what caan be expectted from thee final resullt from the on-going
researchh in the use of
o integrated
d geophysicaal method in
n the mappin
ng of the unpprotected sollid waste
dumpsites of Kumaasi (Ghana). The next phhase of the research willl involve drrilling and downhole
d
geophyssical loggingg. The integ
gration of tthese dataseets will help
p in outliniing the wasste sites,
characteerizing the hosting
h
geology and m
mapping out the pollution. The meethods are generally
g
applicabble to any lanndfills and th
hey are very ccost effectivee to deploy.
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